Southwest Area Monthly Outlook
September 2016
WEATHER FACTORS AND OUTLOOK:
Drought Conditions: As of August 30th, the U.S. Drought Monitor indicated an expanding area
of moderate drought across the southern half of Arizona into far western New Mexico. The
majority of the remainder of both Arizona and New Mexico have abnormally dry conditions with
northeastern New Mexico and much of west Texas having no to minimal drought at present. The
U.S. Monthly Drought Outlook released August 31st predicts that most of the present drought
across much of the western 1/2 or so of the region will continue through the month with only far
southeastern sections to see drought removal.
Precipitation Anomalies and Outlook: Precipitation for much of August was quite a dichotomy
with generally the western half of the region being drier while the eastern half was generally
wetter. Areas of southeastern New Mexico into adjacent west Texas were well Above Normal
over the past 4 weeks. Drier areas included most of the New Mexico/Arizona border area and
much of the southern third or so of Arizona. The latest CPC climate outlook depicts near Normal
chances for precipitation area-wide for September. The next few weeks will more likely be wetter
than normal focused along/east of the divide area.
Temperature Anomalies and Outlook: Much of August saw average high temperatures
generally running from 1-5 degrees Below Normal. The coolest areas, compared to normal,
were across both northern and southeastern New Mexico/southwest Texas. The latest CPC
climate outlook forecasts Above Normal high temperatures along/west of the divide for
September. Southwest Area Predictive Services expects more near normal temperatures across
the western ½ of the region with Below Normal high temperatures across the east.
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Normal Fire Potential.
Incidents of significant fire activity typically show a weak rebound in September
associated with the end of the summer thunderstorm season and seasonably moist
conditions. This month, any threat of significant fire activity will more than likely occur
west of the divide as a drier weather pattern will be more regular across the west,
compared with further east. Expect wetter than normal conditions to linger across
the east through at least mid-month.
September normally coincides with an uptick in burning due to drier weather
associated with the end of the monsoonal timeframe. This September, burning
opportunities will occur, focused along/west of the divide, as more fall-like conditions
begin to become more regular off to the north. Certainly, an eye to the upcoming
weather and variable fuel conditions is critical for planned burning events.
None.

